1 Complete the sentences. Use the words in the box.

Example: I need to sew a ____patch____ onto my trousers.

1 Which teams are playing in the football ____?____
2 I always _______ before I go running.
3 Open the _______ and let in some air.
4 Talal can ________, but he can’t throw.
5 The teams are running onto the _______.
6 The food is in the _______.
7 Let’s stay in and _______ television.
8 It’s getting too hot, you should _______ it off.

2 Use the words to make sentences about how clouds are formed. Use the present tense.

Example: clouds, need, heat, dust

____Clouds need heat and dust.____
1 sun, heat, air

______
2 warm, air, rise

______
3 water vapour, cools

______
4 water vapour, condenses

______
5 water droplets, form, dust particles

______
6 tiny, water droplets, make clouds

_________________________
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